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TOPICS IN AD HOC AND SENSOR NETWORKS



A New Taxonomy of Routing Algorithms for Wireless Mobile Ad Hoc Networks: The Component Approach Myung Jong Lee, Jianling Zheng, Xuhui Hu, Hsin-hui Juan, Chunhui Zhu, Yong Liu, June Seung Yoon, and Tarek N. Saadawi, City University of New York
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Over the past decade, wireless multihop ad hoc networks have received a tremendous amount of research focus, at the core of which lies the design problem for efficient routing algorithms to meet various scenarios and applications. The axiom, “One size doesn’t fit all,” continues to stand firmly to this day. In light of this, we introduce a new routing design concept — the component approach. We examine existing routing protocols and break them down into smaller building blocks, namely, routing components. The component analysis and classification results show that most routing protocols can be functionally decomposed into several basic routing components. This fact indicates that it is feasible to design a component-based routing (CBR) protocol. With a different realization for each basic routing component, it is expected that the routing behavior of CBR can be tailored to different application profiles and time-varying environment parameters at a reasonable cost.



INTRODUCTION Wireless networks provide advantages in deployment, cost, size, and distributed intelligence over wired networks. Wireless technology not only enables users to set up a network quickly, but also enables them to set up a network where it is inconvenient or impossible to wire cables. However, it remains a challenging task to provision the same type of services at the same qualities in wireless mobile environments as in wired environments. Wireless mobile networks are inherently resource-constrained. They have limited bandwidth, energy, and computational capacity, among others. Other features such as open media and mobility also make wireless mobile communications more complicated. All these necessitate distinct approaches for wireless mobile communications, especially at lower network layers such as the physical, data-link, and network layers. In multihop wireless mobile networks, one of the key issues is how to route packets efficiently.
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Among the factors to be considered in designing a routing protocol for wireless mobile communications are energy efficiency, delivery latency, packet success probability, adaptability, and scalability. Various wireless/mobile routing protocols have been proposed to cope with different problems and meet different application requirements. For example, some routing protocols use proactive route discovery to eliminate the initial routediscovery delay [1–4]. By contrast, some others employ reactive route discovery to reduce the control overhead incurred by proactive route discovery [5–7]. To strike a balance between routediscovery latency and control overhead, some hybrid routing protocols that combine the above two approaches have also been proposed [8, 9]. While hop count is used as the route selection and optimization metric in many routing protocols, other cost metrics such as degree of connectivity, link quality, and route quality have also been proposed in other routing protocols [10, 11]. Route filtering and selection can be done at different nodes, for example, at the source and/or the destination. Intermediate nodes are also often involved in route filtering and selection, though such route filtering and selection is based on local cost and thus does not generate globally optimized routes. Although most routing protocols only handle single path, some others provide mechanisms to build and maintain multiple paths between two communication peers [7, 12]. Some routing protocols use exact routes to relay packets [1, 5, 6, 13], whereas some others only use routeguidance information such as cost table, tree structure, geographical information, and hierarchical structure [4, 14, 16]. Besides unicast, data packets can also be forwarded by multicast, limited broadcast and flooding. As new services continue to emerge and service functions become more and more complicated, it is clear that no single wireless mobile routing protocol can fit all the needs. In light of this, we suggest further breaking down the wireless routing protocol into smaller building blocks, namely, routing components. By analyzing the basic routing components, the interaction behavior among them, and possible different technical
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There are two ways



Core components



to spread the network topology



Route discovery



Route selection



• Proactive • Reactive • Hybrid



• Sender node • Destination node • Intermediate node



Auxiliary components



information: the



Neighbor discovery and maintenance



distance-vector approach and the link-state approach.



Data forwarding Route representation and metric • Exact route • Route guidance



Hierarchical structure



• Table-based • Self-routing • Data broadcast and neighbor filtering • Flooding



The former requires each node to update



Multicast



its neighbors with the best-known



Security



distance to every



Route maintenance



other node. The



• Route refreshing • Route failure handling • Route invalidation



latter demands each node to inform all other nodes of its link cost to every neighbor.



■ Figure 1. Routing components. approaches for each component, we will be able to design a component-based routing (CBR) protocol. In CBR, we can tailor routing behaviors to different application profiles and timevarying environment parameters at reasonable cost. With the ability to select and combine different routing components, CBR will be more adaptable, flexible, and robust than other wireless mobile routing protocols. It is also easier to extend CBR to accommodate new services or support new features. For example, we can support secure routing by adding some security routing components rather than building the wheel from scratch. Although most routing protocols have provided some basic routing functions (corresponding to our core components here), different routing functions are often mixed together and few existent routing protocols have component-based features. By decomposing different routing protocols into some common routing components, we can gain a better understanding of routing behavior and provide a solid basis for the design of component-based routing. By studying large amount of wireless/mobile routing protocols from literature, we categorize routing components into two types: core components and auxiliary components. Core components are those components required by most routing protocols including routing discovery, route selection, route representation and metrics, route maintenance, and data forwarding. Auxiliary components, on the other hand, are not essential to most routing protocols, but can help improve routing performance under certain conditions or are required by some routing protocols that target specific applications. Some auxiliary component examples are neighbor discovery and maintenance, hierarchical structure, multicast, and security. In this article we discuss all the core components and an auxiliary component neighbor discovery and maintenance (Fig. 1).
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Category



Approaches



Proactive



Distance vector based Link state based • Periodic update • Different update frequencies • Efficient broadcast Self routing



Reactive



Blind flooding Limited flooding • Ring search • Request zone Random unicast



Hybrid



Local proactive and remote reactive Local reactive and remote proactive



■ Table 1. Route discovery approaches.



ROUTE-DISCOVERY COMPONENT Route discovery is usually the first stage in most ad hoc routing protocols. The purpose of the route-discovery process is to find potential routes toward desired or potential destinations. As existing ad hoc routing protocols are typically divided into three categories — proactive, reactive, and a hybrid of these two, we examine the technical approaches of most components based on these categories. By “technical approach” we mean a realization or an instance of a component.



PROACTIVE APPROACH Proactive routing protocols attempt to make every node acquire the up-to-date topology information of the whole network. Based on this information, each node can derive the optimal route to every other node. Route discovery in proactive routing protocols is a process for net-
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Categories



Involved entities



Approaches



All nodes



• Optimization based on distance vector • Optimization based on link state • Calculation based on tree topology • Calculation based on position information



Source nodes



• Accept all RREPs • Select the first arrived RREP and discard later RREPs • Select the first arrived RREP and one or more later RREPs if they represent better/different routes



Destination nodes



• Reply to all RREQs • Reply to the first arrived RREQ and discard all later ones • Select from multiple RREQs and reply with one RREP • Select from multiple RREQs and reply with one/more RREP(s)



Intermediate nodes



• Relaying RREQs without any kind of filtering • Filtering duplicated RREQs • Filtering RREQs based on different criteria –Routing cost –The interfaces from which the RREQs come –Traffic flow conditions –Whether it is in the forwarding zone



All nodes



• Combination of proactive and reactive approaches. Example: proactive for intracluster, reactive for intercluster



protocols, nodes attempt to explore



Proactive



the network only when they have immediate data for delivery. This



Reactive



on-demand network exploration has two objectives: finding the desired destinations and discovering the optimal routes to reach them.



Hybrid



■ Table 2. Route selection approaches.



work nodes to gain and share their knowledge of the network topology, regardless of their real traffic requirements. Traditionally, there are two ways to spread the network topology information: the distancevector approach and the link-state approach. The former requires each node to update its neighbors with the best-known distance to every other node. The latter demands each node to inform all other nodes of its link cost to every neighbor. Distance-vector-based ad hoc routing protocols emphasize fast reaction to topology variations. In addition to the periodic exchange of distance vectors with its neighbors, every node is required to update its neighbors instantly whenever there are important changes in its routing table [1]. Link-state-based ad hoc routing protocols are concerned more with the excessive topology update overhead, which is incurred by the flooding of link changes. One way to reduce this overhead is to change the topology update mode from event-driven to time-driven. In other words, every node exchanges link-state messages with its neighbors periodically, instead of relaying link changes immediately. Periodic link-state update is beneficial to highly mobile networks, since topology changes happening within one period are accumulated and announced together. To further reduce the control overhead, neighboring nodes may exchange the information of remote nodes less frequently than they do to the nearby nodes. Another way to avoid the tremendous update traffic is to replace the blind flooding mechanism with more efficient broadcast methods, such as limiting the rebroadcasts to a Multipoint Relay (MPR) set [3] or delivering the link-state update along a broadcast tree. Self-routing protocols like geographical rout-
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ing [4] and tree-based routing [16] do not make any effort to discover and maintain network topology information, since this information is implied in node addresses or physical locations.



REACTIVE APPROACH In reactive routing protocols, nodes attempt to explore the network only when they have immediate data for delivery. This on-demand network exploration has two objectives: finding the desired destinations and discovering the optimal routes to reach them. Without the knowledge of the network topology, an active source usually floods a routerequest message to the whole network to search for the destination. Nevertheless, network-wide flooding causes big control overhead and degrades the overall network performance. A few approaches have been proposed to reduce route-discovery traffic. For example, the active source can use a ring-search scheme to gradually expand the broadcast region [5]. When location or direction information is available, the active source can define a “request zone” between it and the destination, and limit the route-discovery activities within the zone.



HYBRID APPROACH Route discovery in most hybrid routing protocols combines the proactive topology learning and the reactive route searching. Generally, there are two ways to integrate these two approaches: • Each node acquires its local topology through proactive learning, and the reactive searching is only used by active sources to reach remote destinations [9]. • Each node stores its location and orientation information in some dissemination
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nodes, which are evenly distributed in the network, so that any active source can quickly locate a dissemination node of its desired destination by searching its local region on-demand [8]. Different route-discovery methods fit for different network scenarios. An efficient route-discovery protocol should be able to adjust its strategies based on dynamic network conditions and always achieve a good balance among communication overhead, network latency, and node resources.



Category



Approaches Routing table



Exact route



Interest cache Source route Cost table Binary tree



Route guidance



ROUTE-SELECTION COMPONENT Once the route discovery is completed, the next is the route selection. Route selection refers to the process of choosing the best or optimal route(s) to a destination from the potential routes. Although most of the protocols we surveyed select only one best route (single path routing), multipath routing protocols select and store more than one route for different purposes, such as energy and traffic balancing, reliability, and robustness. For proactive routing protocols, the route-selection process is implicit. Distance vector and linkstate-based algorithms continuously update the routing information so that when a route is selected, it is always the best one at that specific time. For reactive routing protocols, route selection is explicit. The entities involved in the process may include the source node, the intermediate nodes, and the destination node. In general, there are two kinds of route-selection mechanisms: source selection and destination selection. In source selection, the destination node usually replies to the first arrived route request or reply to all received route requests, regardless of their quality. Therefore, it is the source node’s responsibility to finally select the best route from multiple route replies. In destination selection, the destination selects the best route from multiple received route requests based on predefined cost metrics and sends only one route reply back to the source along the selected route. The source node will simply use the route received from the destination node and is not involved in the selection process. Note that in the case of multipath routing, the destination node could also reply to more than one route request and the source node will accept all of them. The intermediate nodes play a very important role in route selection, even though they do not make the final decision of picking the best routes. Their major task in route selection is filtering out route requests to avoid excessive broadcasts of the route requests. It is necessary to point out that the routeselection component contributes significantly to the total latency incurred in the route-discovery process.



ROUTE-REPRESENTATION AND ROUTE-METRIC COMPONENTS ROUTE REPRESENTATION Route representation provides a means to store routing information obtained during route discovery and route selection. This component is crucial
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Geographical information Hierarchical structure Routing table and hierarchical structure Hybrid route Source route, geographical information and routing table



■ Table 3. Route representation approaches. to data forwarding, which depends on routing description. There are three kinds of route-representation mechanisms. One is to indicate the exact neighbor(s) from which a destination can be reached. Another is to provide some guidance for route decision instead of explicitly pointing out the next-hop. A route can also be represented as a hybrid of the two mechanisms. Table 3 outlines the route-representation approaches. Exact Route — As for the exact route representation, three approaches (i.e., routing table, interest cache, and source route) are currently used by most existing routing protocols. For instance, in AODV [5] and DSDV [1], each node maintains a routing table to signify routes, with one entry for each destination. By looking up the routing table, a node is able to forward a data packet to the next-hop neighbor(s) towards the destination. The second approach is to use interest cache. As an example, in DD [13], each node maintains an interest cache composed of several entries, with one entry for one interest. Note that each interest entry is identified by an interest, the description of a sensing task, rather than a destination. Thus, an interest cache only scales with the number of interests. Clearly, the interestcache method is well suited for large-scale sensor networks. Different from routing table and interest cache, a source route is completely stored by the source node and is carried in the data packet header. Since the intermediate nodes can acquire the route to the destination by checking the packet header, they do not need to cache any route information. Route Guidance — In addition to exact route, a route can be denoted by means of a cost table, a binary tree, geographical information, and a hierarchical structure [4, 14]. Unlike exact routes, the successors towards destinations in these approaches are not explicitly prescribed. They are derived from route costs, node addresses or node positions, and so forth.
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ROUTE-MAINTENANCE COMPONENT



Hop count Link quality Connectivity Beacon Frame Channel load Clear channel assessment Radio resource measurement Hidden node Noise histogram The medium sensing time histogram Receive power indication histogram Throughput E2E delay/jitter Reliability Route quality Security Energy (node lifetime, network lifetime) Processing power (CPU, memory)



■ Table 4. Route metric.



Route maintenance refers to the means of keeping the current route valid and repair it if the route is no longer available. Unlike wired networks where the main cause of route maintenance is the failure of nodes or links, wireless ad hoc networks require more complex route-maintenance approaches due to node mobility and the challenging characteristics of wireless media. Routing maintenance in general comprises route refreshing, route-failure handling, and route invalidation.



ROUTE REFRESHING Route refreshing tries to confirm and keep valid the routes currently in use via several alternative approaches: reactive, proactive, and hybrid. In any reactive-routing protocols, nodes participate in routing processes only when they have packets to transfer. To maintain a valid route to the destination, they refresh the route in several ways: using a control packet, using a data packet, automatic update upon expiration of route lifetime (predetermined or estimated), and aa hybrid of the above. In proactive routing protocols, however, every node updates and maintains the latest topology map of a network. Periodically or at the occurrence of link changes, every node updates and spreads up-to-date information, such as distance vector [1], link state [2], location information [4], and hierarchical structure [9], to the whole network. Cluster-based protocols for large-scale networks adopt proactive refreshing for intracluster and reactive refreshing for intercluster. One such example is ZRP [9].



ROUTE-FAILURE HANDLING Hybrid Route — It is necessary to point out that the exact route and the route guidance are often combined with each other, especially in hierarchical networks.



ROUTE METRIC The route-metric component refers to the parameters used by routing algorithms to determine route optimality. Most routing schemes try to find shortest paths in terms of hop count. However, minimizing the hop count often means, in the average sense, maximizing the distance traveled by each hop, which may lead to weak signal strength along with high loss ratio. So, some researchers use link quality instead of hop count as the route metric [11]. Besides, a new type of radio measurement developed at standardization of IEEE 802.11k aims at providing radio resources such as channel load, clear channel assessment, noise histogram, and so on, to the networking layer. The route-quality metric is used to evaluate and compare the performances of different routing algorithms. Typical routequality measurements include throughput, endto-end delay/jitter, and memory consumption. Furthermore, a few protocols take route reliability and security into consideration. The last, but not the least, important route metric is energy consumption. Generally, a good routing algorithm should be energy efficient. Table 4 categorizes some route metrics.
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Route failures can also be handled reactively, proactively, or in a hybrid fashion. In the reactive approach, when the next hop is not reachable, the source or an intermediate node attempts to find a new or alternative route to the destination [2, 5, 6]. When an intermediate node detects a link failure, it attempts to search an alternative route locally. If local repair fails, the intermediate node forwards an error message to the source, which in turn initiates the route-discovery process again in order to find a new path to the destination. Selecting an alternative path among multiple paths [7] and taking a different route from routing cache [6] or data cache are other ways for handling route failures. The proactive approach essentially relies on the route-refreshing process. As mentioned above, the route information is kept updated and exchanged across the whole network, which causes the same effect as route refreshing. A hybrid approach combines the proactive approach and the reactive approach. For example, every node proactively updates the routing table to its immediate neighbors and reactively rediscovers a full route by looking up a closer neighbor to the destination.



ROUTE INVALIDATION Route invalidation retires unusable routes due to route failure, as described above. Different route-maintenance approaches are adopted in
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Category Deterministic



Table-based Probabilistic Tree routing Self–routing



Location-based routing Hybrid



Data broadcast and neighbor filtering Flooding



■ Table 5. Data forwarding component.



different network environments. Reactive route maintenance works well in large mobile networks, but reaction time is longer than that of proactive approach. Proactive route maintenance is suitable for small stationary networks, but it generates more overhead than the reactive approach. Although the hybrid approach takes advantage of the merits of both reactive and proactive approaches, it tends to favor largescale networks.



DATA-FORWARDING COMPONENT Data-forwarding is the means to forward data packets based on route information. There are four major data-forwarding approaches: tablebased, self-routing, data broadcast and neighbor filtering, and flooding.



TABLE-BASED Unicast data forwarding has two types. One is with a routing table and the other is self-routing without routing information (Table 5). Table-based data forwarding permits two major implementations, depending on how a node uses routing table: deterministic and probabilistic. Deterministic forwarding is the most common approach, in which a node selects the next hop node towards the destination based on a predetermined policy. It consults a routing table [5] or a packet header [6]. In probabilistic forwarding, when a node receives a packet, it looks up the probability table for the desired destination and forwards the packet to the neighbor with the highest probability [15].



SELF ROUTING Unlike the unicast data forwarding introduced above, some routing algorithms accomplish data forwarding without using a routing table or cache, which we term self-routing. Here we describe two subapproaches: tree-based and position-based. In the tree-based approach, link-state information to reach every destination is specified. A node disseminates link-state updates to its neighbors when the links used to reach destinations are changed. The links along the path from a source to each desired destination constitute a source tree. This node’s source tree implicitly
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specifies the complete paths from itself to the destinations, along which all data packets will follow. The position-based approach assumes that node-position information is available. This can be achieved by using the Global Positioning System (GPS) or any other positioning technology, such as the ranging technology discussed in ultra-wideband (UWB). The forwarding decision primarily depends on the position of the packet’s destination and the position of the node’s immediate one-hop neighbors.



approach by making



DATA BROADCAST AND NEIGHBOR FILTERING



neighbors. On the



Another interesting data-forwarding approach is to use data broadcast and neighbor filtering. A node advertises its “cost” for delivering a message to the destination, and only those neighboring nodes that can deliver the message at a lower cost relay the message. Gradient routing (GRAd) [14] is an example of this approach. GRAd exhibits very low end-to-end packet delays and offers good immunity to rapidly changing topologies. Nonetheless, routing overhead and security of data packet pose some concerns.



other hand, most



Most proactive routing algorithms adopt the periodic use of periodic beacon or hello message to discover and maintain



reactive routing algorithms use a nonperiodic approach by exploiting control (other than beacon) and data packets to do the same.



FLOODING The last approach in data forwarding is flooding. As a node broadcasts a received packet to all neighbors, the flooding approach is simple and robust; however, it is far from efficient.



NEIGHBOR DISCOVERY AND MAINTENANCE COMPONENT (AUXILIARY) The neighbor discovery component refers to dynamic maintenance of neighborhood information such as location, direction, ID, resources, etc. There are two approaches in this component. Most proactive routing algorithms adopt the periodic approach by making use of periodic beacon or hello message to discover and maintain neighbors. On the other hand, most reactive routing algorithms use a nonperiodic approach by exploiting control (other than beacon) and data packets to do the same.



PERIODIC APPROACH Table-driven routing protocols maintain one or more tables, including neighbor nodes’ information. The table entry for neighbor node information contains mostly one hop neighbor towards certain destinations. For example, in DSDV [1], each node’s routing table has the destination, next hop, and metric (hop count) fields. The DSDV protocol requires each node to advertise, to its current neighbors, its own routing table. Routing information is advertised by broadcasting the packets periodically and incrementally as topology changes are detected. Neighbor maintenance is critical in dynamic topology. Mobile nodes cause links to break. The broken link may be inferred if no broadcasts have been received from a former neighbor for a certain time period. When a link to a next hop has been broken, any route through that hop is
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What makes CBR different from other wireless/mobile routing protocols is that it knows how to select components and how to compromise among different performance metrics, depending on the different
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immediately marked as “down.” In DSDV, node maintenance is done by adjustment packets. “Full dump” carries all the available routing information, while the “incremental” message carries only the change since last full dump. While the use of one-hop neighbor information is predominant in neighbor discovery and maintenance, the use of two-hop information is also noted, for instance, in OLSR [3]. OLSR uses a periodic hello message to propagate twohop information. Each node selects its multipoint relay (MPR), through which a node can reach all of its two-hop neighbors. Each node in OLSR constructs a source-based tree connecting all other nodes in the network, with the branching nodes being MPRs.



operating conditions.



NONPERIODIC APPROACH



These issues will



Neighbor discovery and maintenance can also be done nonperiodically by using control and data packets. Route-request packets can be used to identify neighbors. In addition, nodes can overhear the retransmission of data packets by next hop to ensure that the next hop is still within reach. If such a retransmission is not heard, the node may use hello message (nonperiodic manner) to determine whether the next hop is within transmission range. The nonperiodic approach incurs less communication overhead.



be studied and addressd in our future research.



CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK To tackle different applications and adapt to time-varying environments in the context of wireless mobile communications, we believe the component-based routing (CBR) protocol is a desirable approach. By classifying routing functions into different components and defining standardized interfaces among those components, CBR can gain salient advantages over other wireless/mobile routing protocols with regard to various aspects, including adaptability, flexibility, robustness, scalability, as well as extendibility. CBR also demonstrates the potential to significantly simplify the general wireless/mobile routing design, notwithstanding the distinct features and different requirements among a large number of existing applications and emerging new applications, and the timevarying operation environments. As a first step towards CBR, we have analyzed more than 100 existing routing protocols from the literature and identified core and auxiliary routing components. Different technical approaches for each of the core components, as well as one auxiliary component, have been studied in depth. It is important to understand that CBR is not simply a collection of components. CBR not only needs to define a set of standardized routing components, but also has to specify the interfaces and interaction behaviors among those components. In addition, CBR should possess some intelligence and be able to adapt to different application requirements and operation conditions based on predefined policies and knowledge acquired over time. What makes CBR different from other wireless/mobile routing protocols is that it knows how to select components and how to compromise among different performance metrics, depending on the different
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operating conditions. These issues will be studied and addressd in our future research.
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